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And now build your own trigger system

ì A simple trigger system can start with a 
NIM crate

ì Common support for electronic 
modules, with standard impedance, 
connections and logic levels: negative  
(at -16 mA into 50 ohms = -0.8 Volts)

0

1

0

-0.8V

NIM logic
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Trigger is a binary system

ì Source signals
ì Binary trackers (pixels, strips)
ì Analog signals from trackers, time of light 

detectors, calorimeters

ì Simplest trigger: apply a threshold
ì Look at the signal
ì Threshold put as low as possible, since signals 

in HEP detectors have large amplitude 
variation

ì Compromise between hit detector efficiency 
and noise rate

ì Pulse width
ì Dead time limits effective hit rate

ì Time walk
ì Threshold crossing time depends on amplitude 

of signal
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Constant fraction discriminators
ì Scintillation detectors and PMT’s have an 

optimum trailing time at particular 
fraction of amplitude, usually 10-15%

ì Elimination of walk for signals with the 
same rise-time, but different amplitude

ì Attenuation and delay (configurable)

ì If delay is too short, the unit works as a 
normal discriminator for signals with a 
low amplitude because then the 
output of the normal discriminator 
fires later than the CFD part
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The output of the CFD fires when the 
bipolar pulse changes polarity

Input pulse
Delayed input pulse
Attenuated inverted input
Bipolar pulse 

One normal thr discr +cfd partTcfd dipend dal delay 
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ì Threshold levels configurable via 
screwdriver adjust 

Delay modules

ORTEC CDF LeCroy
discriminator

scalers



Trigger logic implementation

ì Analog systems: amplifiers, filters, comparators, ….
ì Digital systems:

ì Combinatorial: sum, decoders, multiplexers,….
ì Sequential: flip-flop, registers, counters,….

ì Converters: ADC, TDC, …..

Any behavior of our system 
can be described logically 
with a sequence of 
mathematical operators
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LeCtroy Concidence Unit
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A simple trigger system

• Given a detector signal, measurement of a certain quantity, 
it can be used both as trigger and readout. The two 
information can follow different paths
– fast path for trigger data, sent to DAQ to initiate the readout
– synchronous path for readout data: dataflow
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Summary of the trigger requirements

ì High Efficiency
ì Low dead-time
ì Fast decision

ì Reliability and robustness
ì Flexibility  
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Dead-time
• Dt=fraction of the total 

acquisition time in which no 
events can be recorded, typically 
of the order of up to 10%
– Readout dead-time: 

– before the complete event 
has been readout, no other 
events can be processed

– Trigger dead-time:
– trigger logic processing time, 

summed over all the 
components

– Operational dead-time: data-
taking runs   

in our example of the camera, if 
we want to take photos close in 
time, the limit on the maximum 
rate is the processing time of 
the camera

Dead-time = fraction of possible lost events = one source of inefficiency

Do not overlap 
images/events

Fast response

Battery change
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The problem of the data rates

• R   = number of events read per second (DAQ rate)
• RT = raw trigger rate
• Td = dead time interval per event
• The fractional dead-time is (R x Td), so the live time is (1 - R x Td) 

and the number of events read is R = (1 - R x Td) x RT:
• The fraction of triggers not lost to dead-time is the lifetime ratio:

• The trick is to make both RT and Td as small as possible (R~RT)
– If  Td is long, this limits the maximum DAQ rate of the system, 

independent of the trigger rate : 
• R = 1/Td: If readout-time=1 s, max rate is 1 Hz
• If  RT = 1/Td -> dead-time is 50% 

We want 100%!!!

We always loose events if R > 1/Td! IRREDUCIBLE!!!

Fast trigger!
Low data rate!
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A simple trigger system
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Trigger and data acquisition trends

ì As the data volumes and rates increased dramatically, new 
architectures were developed
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Minimizing readout dead-time
• Two approaches are followed for large dataflow systems

– Parallelism: 
• Independent readout and trigger processing paths, one for each 

detector element: digitization and DAQ processed in parallel (as 
many as affordable!)

– Pipeline processing
• Use of local buffers (FIFOs) between steps allows steps with different 

timing (big events processed during short events). The depth of local 
buffers limits the processing time of the subsequent step: better if 
step3 is faster than step2

Segment as much as you can!
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Minimizing readout dead-time…

ì Use multiple digitizers:  trigger sends a fast readout or a fast 
clear command to all local buffers

ì Different stages of readout: fast local readout plus global 
event readout (slow)
ì Dead-time is the product of the trigger rate and the fast 

readout time
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Trigger latency
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• Trigger latency = time to form the trigger decision and distribute it to the 
digitizers

• Signals have to be delayed until the trigger decision is available at the digitizers
– But more complex is the selection, longer the latency

delays

Fast connections
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Add a pre-trigger

ì Add a very fast first stage of the trigger, signaling the presence of minimal activity in the detector
ì Can give a start to all the readout digitizers (gate for ADCs, start of TDCs..), confirmed by the main trigger 

(start fast readout) or not (fast clear)
ì Must be available when the signals from the detectors arrive at the digitizers

ì The main trigger can come later (after the digitization) -> more complex  
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Fast connections

Pre-trigger

Start ADC

Dt = RT x TRO + RpT x Lpt
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Coupling trigger rate and readout

• Extend the idea… more levels of trigger, each one reducing 
the rate, even with longer latency

• Dead-time is the sum of the trigger dead-time, summed over 
trigger levels, and the readout dead-time

= Rate after the ith level

= Latency for the ith level

Readout dead-time

i=1 is the pre-trigger

= Local readout time
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Multi-level triggers

ì Adopted in large experiments, where successively more 
complex decisions are made on successively lower data rates

ì First level with short latency and small rejection power, working 
at higher rates

ì Higher levels apply further rejection power, reducing rate, with 
longer latency (more complex algorithms)

ì Efficiency for the desired physics must be kept high at all 
levels, since rejected events are lost for ever

Level-1 trigger Level-2 trigger                   Level-3 trigger
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Buffering and filtering
• At each step, data volume is reduced, and more refined filtering allowed to the next 

step
• While filtering data are held in buffers 

– For each step, the input rate defines the  processing time of the filter and its buffer size
– For each step, the output rate limits the  maximum latency allowed
– Filter power at each step is limited by the  capacity of the next stage

1

Filter step 1
Filter step 2

Max input rate Max output rate
Max output rateMax input rate

Data volume reduces

•As long as the buffers do not fill up, no additional dead-time introduced (overflow dead-time)
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ì If  the rate after filtering is higher than the capacity of the next 
step
ì Add filters (tighten the selection)
ì Discard randomly (pre-scales)
ì Add better filters (more complex selections)   

1

Filter step 1
Filter step 2

Max input rate
Max output rate

Max output rateMax input rate

Data volume reduces
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Schema of a multi-level trigger

ì Different levels of trigger, accessing different buffers
ì Pre-trigger starts the digitization  
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The pre-trigger and the synchronization 
issue

ì In collider experiments, the BC clock can be used as a pre-
trigger
ì First-level trigger can use the time between two BCs  to make 

its decision, without dead-time, if it’s long enough
ì L1 decision is taken within 2 BCs, where no interactions occur

ì Level-1 trigger is a synchronous system
ì Any BC an event is read and processes
ì Any BC a L1 trigger decision is taken, called L1-Accept, 

although the L1 latency is longer

ì LHC: BC rate is 40 MHz, a BC any 25 ns. L1 latency can be as 
long as few us
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Schema of a multi-level trigger @ colliders

ì L1: a common clock distributed to the trigger and the readout systems
ì Each trigger level results start the subsequent readout step
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Different levels, different requirements

ì More selective the trigger
ì Lower event rate 
ì Bigger event fragment size
ì More granularity information
ì More complexity
ì Longer latency
ì Bigger buffers

ì Level-1
ì Short latency not adding 

dead-time (range of us) 
ì High-level triggers

ì Selectivity to control the rate 
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Level-1: reduce the latency

ì Pipelined trigger
ì Fast processors
ì Fast data movement
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Level-1 trigger processing time

ì @LEP, BC interval = 22 µs allowed complicated trigger 
processing within few µs latency

ì In modern colliders, the required high luminosity is driven by 
high rate of bunch-crossing, then BC period is short
ì It’s not possible to make a trigger decision within this short 

time!

Tevatron: 396 ns

HERA:       96 ns

LHC:          25 ns
R =
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Level-1 pipeline trigger
ì Every BC, a L1 trigger decision must be issued, but if data are pipelined 

the decision can be taken later, within the trigger latency
ì It’s then necessary that the trigger concurrently process many events 

ì Perform operations in parallel within different processors
ì Divide the processing in steps, each performed within one BC

ì Latency is fixed, given by the sum of processing time of each step and 
the data transmission time
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Level-1 trigger readout

ì Pipeline readout at L1: 
ì Data retained during the L1 latency in logical pipeline
ì Level-1 trigger result (L1A) starts the readout of the local FIFOs

ì The level-1 buffers must be at least as deep as the expected latency, or the 
data associated with a particular L1 decision would be lost before the 
decision is made
ì BC 25 ns, l1 latency 2.5 us ->  minimum 100 events buffer (100 BCs)

ì Fixed latency allows to find the data of the correct BC 
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Level-1 trigger readout

ì From FIFOs, data are collected any L1-Accept into a de-randomizer 
who processes data into a preliminary (partial) event-building

ì Small dead-time is added in input (few BCs) to avoid overlap of data

ì Dead-time is added in output to avoid de-randomizer overflow (if 
two l1 triggers are too close in time)
ì LHC: 5 BC dead-time x 100 kHz L1 rate x 25 ns =  1.25 %   
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Analogderandomizerisaunit performingneuron-like derandomizerprocessing, but in an analog field. It is a deadtime free analog unit with n-inputs andnnm-outputs, n>m. Thus it allows to reduce the number of following ADCs.The derandomization procedure implies the skipping of empty channels and thus is indivisibly bound with data sparcification.Efficient processing of the randomly appearing signals by blocks, having a dead time, needs the choice of a proper architecture.



Example: HERA-B

ì Massive parallel and pipelined processing

ì Search for a primary track covering the full 
acceptance

ì Iterative algorithm: each step processes 
only a small region of interest (RoI) 
defined by the previous step
ì Each unit handles only the hit information 

for its corresponding small part of the 
detector

ì Only units whose region is touched by the 
RoI will process it

ì Two data streams:
ì Detector data transferred to on-board data 

memory synchronously with BC clock (left to 
right)

ì RoI data transferred asynchronously from unit 
to unit (top to bottom) 
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Choose your system
ì Modular electronics

ì Simple algorithms
ì Low-cost
ì Intuitive and fast use

ì Digital integrated systems
ì Highly complex algorithms
ì Fast signals processing
ì Specific knowledge of digital 

systems

Your crate tomorrow

32
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Integrated circuits and microprocessors

ì Requirements for extended and high 
rate
ì Complex algorithms

ì Programmable solutions with high 
level languages

ì Data compression and formatting

ì Monitor and automatic fault detection

ì Integrated circuits offer advantage in terms of reliability, reduced power 
usage, reduced boards and better performance

ì Microprocessors
ì A single chip with all essential functions of a complete computer: CPU, 

memory, I/O ports, interrupt logic, connected on a single bus
ì Could be embedded in the readout system: read, buffer and process 

data close to the front-end electronics

Moore’s law  drives 
integrated circuits 
technology trend

- Density Packing
- Speed

33
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Digital signal processing (DSP)

ì Microprocessors carrying out millions of floating 
point operations per second

ì Digitalization:
ì measuring something (charge, amplitude, time,…) 

that is compared to a reference unit (ADC, fADC,…)
ì Signal processing

ì Digital filters (extrapolate signal from background)
ì Compression
ì Real-time performance

ì Process signal  as it is sampled

Audio processing
Imaging technique
Neural Networks
… and trigger logic

Extract 
physical 
information
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Fast trigger processors
ì Application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs): optimized for fast 

processing (Standard Cells, full custom)
ì Intel processors, ~ GHz

ì Programmable ASICS (like Field-programmable gate arrays, FPGAs)
ì Easily find processors @ 100 MHz on the market (1/10 speed of full 

custom ASICs)

I/O PADs

Microcells (RAM)

Digital logic 
with standard 
cells
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Complexity (gates)

Layout of the CM ASIC
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Example: logic of a trigger ASIC

ì Coincidence Matrix ASIC for Muon Trigger in the Barrel of ATLAS

Digital 
inputs from 
detector

Readout part

Trigger part

Input: 
synchronization 
signals

Trigger output

Readout output
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Data movement technologies
ì A trigger system can be made of different components

ì Some elements have to be mounted on the detector (on-detector), some others can be 
placed into crates with bus connections (off-detector)

ì High-speed serial links, electrical and optical, over a variety of distances
ì Low cost and low-power LVDS links, @400 Mbit/s (up to 10 m)
ì Optical G-links for longer distances (up to 100 m)

ì High density backplanes for data exchanges within crates
ì High pin count, with point-to-point connections up to 160 Mbit/s
ì Large boards preferred

On-detector

CMS first-level trigger

•radiation tolerance cooling 
•grounding 
•operation in magnetic field
•very restricted access
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Example : ATLAS calorimeter trigger

ì Sum of the analog signals from cells to 
form trigger tower

ì Digitized pulse shape: 10-bit resolution
ì Add the trigger algorithm

ì Assign each bin an energy (ET) via Look-
up tables

ì Apply trigger threshold on ET
ì Signal over 8 BCs

ì Peak-finder algorithm to assign the 
correct BC

Pulse of the Liquid-Argon 
calorimeter in ATLAS 

Pre-processor
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Example: ATLAS calorimeter trigger
ì Cluster Processor (CP)
ì Jet/Energy Processor (JEP)
ì Implemented in FPGAs, the parameters 

of the algorithms can be easily changed
ì Total of 5000 digital links connect Ppr to 

JEP and CP, 400 Mb/s

Clustering in ATLAS e/γ
trigger algorithm
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Trigger timing and adjustment

ì Perfect synchronization is 
required!

ì Dedicated timing systems 
propagate the signals from the 
accelerator to all the systems 
ì Bunch Crossing Number
ì Level 1 Accept Number
ì Event counter

ì Synchronization of
ì Detector pulse with collision 

at the interaction point
ì Trigger data and readout data
ì Different detector trigger data 

with each other

TTC system DISTRIBUTION of:
- LHC clock
- Trigger-1 acceptance 
- Control signals
- Addressable data
- Bunch crossing number

COMPENSATION of:
- Particle TOF

- Detector and Electronics
- Propagation delays (≈ 200 ps)

JTAG

ENCODER

1:32 TREE COUPLER

LHC Clock

L1 Accept

Addressed
Data

Broadcast
Controls

LASER

TIMING
RECEIVER

GLOBAL TRIGGER

FRONT-END 
CONTROLLER

OPTICAL DISTRIBUTION BACKBONE ( > 1000 fibres)

MODULATOR

Fine and coarse 
programmable delays

LVL 1
Muon

LVL 
1 Cal

LOCAL 
TRIGGER

PRIMITIVE 
GENERATOR

CLOCK

CONTROLS

LEVEL-1

≈ 3 µs 
latency 

loop

Multi-channel optical fibre timing distribution system
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Logical division between levels

ì First-level selection must be fast -> is hardware based
ì Fast custom electronics making simple and fast 

selection
ì Coarse granularity data from detectors, mostly aimed at 

lepton identification
ì Hadron and e-m calorimeters for electrons/γ/jets
ì Muon chambers
ì Usually does not need to access data from the inner-

tracking detectors (only if the rate can allow it)

ì HLT must be selective -> software based (PC farms)
ì Can be separated into levels

ì Level-2 accessing only a part of the event
ì Level-3 accessing the full event

ì Full-precision and full-granularity calorimeter 
information

ì High-precision readout from the muon detectors
ì Fast tracking in the inner detectors (for example to 

distinguish e/γ)  
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HLT design principles

ì Early rejection   
ì Alternate steps of feature extraction with hypothesis testing: events can 

be rejected at any step with a complex algorithm scheduling

ì Event-level parallelism
ì Process more events in parallel, with multiple processors
ì Multi-processing or multi-threading
ì Queuing of the shared memory buffer within processors

ì Algorithms are developed and optimized offline, often software is 
common to the offline reconstruction

P           T             T          T        P P P P

Multi-threading Multi-processing

I/O
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Trigger Rate reduction

Inclusive trigger

Confirm L1, inclusive and 
semi-incl., simple topology,
vertex rec.

Confirm L2, more refined topology 
selection, near offline

No.Lev      First Level      Event              Readout                    Filter Out
Trigger       Rate (Hz)     Size (Byte)    Bandw.(GB/s)         MB/s (Event/s)
ATLAS 3 105  106                         10                            ~100 (102)

L2  103

CMS      2 105 106 100                          ~100 (102)

Example for LHC
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High Level Trigger Architecture

ì After the L1 selection, data rates are reduced, but can be still massive

ì Key parameter for the design is the allowed bandwidth, given by 
average event-size and trigger rate
ì LEP: 100 kByte event-size @ few Hz gives few 100 kbyte/s

ì Supported by 40 Mbyte/s VME bus

ì ATLAS/CMS: 1 Mbyte event-size @100 kHz gives ~100 Gbyte/s (800 Gb/s)

ì High data rates are held by using
ì Network-based event building 
ì Seeded reconstruction of data

ì Trigger and DAQ system need a common design, we usually refer to 
TDAQ systems

ì Latest technologies in processing power, high-speed network 
interfaces, optical data transmission 
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Network-based HLT: CMS

ì Data from the readout 
system (RU) are transferred 
to the filters (FU) through a 
builder network

ì Each filter unit processes 
only a fraction of the events

ì Event-building is factorized 
into a number of slices, each 
one processing only 1/nth of 
the events
ì Large total bandwidth still 

required
ì No big central network switch
ì Scalable 

FU= several CPU cores= several filtering processes executed in parallel
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Seeded reconstruction HLT: ATLAS

ì Level-2 uses the information seeded by level-1 
trigger

ì Only the data coming from the region 
indicated by the level-1 is processed, called 
Region-of-Interest (RoI)

ì The resulting total amount of RoI data is 
minimal: a few % of the Level-1 throughput

ì Level-2 can use the full granularity information 
of only a part of the detector

ì No need of large bandwidth

ì Complicate mechanism to serve the data 
selectively to the L2 processing

Typically, there are less than 2 RoIs per 
event accepted by LVL1
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ATLAS TDAQ system

Level-2: partial reconstruction
Event Filter: full reconstruction 
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Now you can build your own trigger 
system!

ì Trigger and DAQ systems exploit all new technologies, 
being well in contact with industry

ì Microelectronics, networking, computing are the 
expertise required to build an efficient trigger system

ì But being always in close contact with the physics we 
want to study

ì Here I just mentioned general problems, that will be 
deeply described during other lessons

ì Profit of this school to understand these bonds!!  
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Back-up slides



ì Asynchronous systems
ì Can do zero-suppression to reduce the average 

bandwidth
ì Each channel have unpredictable buffer occupancy
ì Requires large buffers

ì Synchronous systems
ì data is synchronized to a clock and that clock determines 

when the data is looked at (digital samples)
ì All channels do the same thing at the same time
ì Divide operations in steps and use buffers minimize 

dead-time (absorb big events, high occupancy)
ì Waste of bandwidth, because cannot do the zero-

suppression (too many fluctuations, complex buffer 
handling)
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Jittering signal

• Deviation in event timing
• With a single pulse, it’s a 

deviation in edge timing

• Clock jitter affects the stability 
and accuracy of the trigger 
result
ì bit errors by preventing the 

correct sampling of the 
digital signal
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Jittering trigger

ì It can be due to 
• Different shapes of the analog signal, mainly 

affecting the rising time
• Not perfect alignment of different components
• Noise
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Your trigger signal
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